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The entry-level Audeze LCD-1 are the most adffordable of Audeze planar-magnetic headphones.

AUDEZE

Most people will probably never have heard of planar-magnetic

headphones. Quite frankly, why should they even care what kind of

technology their headphones use as long as they sound great? But for

people who love audio and are keen users of headphones, planar-

magnetic is a technology they really should know about.

Most regular headphones use dynamic speakers made from paper or

some sort of polymer, driven by voice coils to vibrate the speaker cones.
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Dynamic headphones are great, and they produce a sound that’s big and

bold, plus they are relatively cheap to make. At the other end of the scale

are the Rolls-Royce of headphone technology using electro-static

technology to reproduce audio signals. A pair of electro-static headphones

can cost as much as a good car and they often need their own power

supply. These are headphones made for people with deep pockets and

maybe a slightly unhealthy addiction to hunting down perfect audio set-

up

Thanks to padded ear cushions and headbands, the Audeze LCD-1 headphones are comfortable to

wear for ... [+]  AUDEZE
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Somewhere in the middle of these two headphone technologies is planar-

magnetic. Instead of using a dynamic speaker, planar-magnetic

headphones use a special membrane made from a sheet of special

material that is excited by electrical signals that make it wobble and

vibrate, producing a sound that’s incredibly detailed and responsive.
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Planar-magnetic headphones are usually quite expensive but Audeze is a

Californian company, based in Santa Ana, and is a pioneer in this field

and now it has launched a stripped-down pair of planar-magnetic

headphones at a price that’s about as low as it's possible to go with this

advanced headphone technology. All the headphones that Audeze makes

are designed and assembled at its factory in California.

Audeze uses an ultra-thin Uniforce diaphragm coupled with Fluxor

magnets to create a powerful sound from the LCD-1 headphones that has

an incredible level of detail and accuracy. Each planar-magnetic driver

measures an 90mm and delivers a wide dynamic range. Something called

Fazor Wave Guides direct the sound to deliver a deeper bass that has zero

audible distortion, which means you actually hear rather than sense the

bass frequencies.

With their cutting-edge planar-magnetic drivers, the Audeze LCD-1 produce an incredibly open and

... [+]  AUDEZE

Audeze’s entry-level LCD-1 headphones feel well-made and they cover the

ears completely with their circum-aural design. With a full 180-degree

articulartion, the earcups can fold up nice and small to fit snuggly into the

supplied hard case. These are open-backed headphones which means they

leak sound as badly as my conservatory roof. If you sit next to someone

wearing a pair of Audeze LCD-1, you’d probably feel like digging them in
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the ribs after a few seconds as everyone you will be able to “enjoy” their

music too.

The LCD-1 are fully adjustable to accommodate a range of head sizes and

they include a pleasantly stuffed headband and plump, memory-foam ear

cushions covered in pleather. The headphones feel comfortable to wear

and have just the right amount of pressure to keep them firmly on your

head without feeling as if your ears have been clamped in a vise.

These are not wireless earphones and to connect to a listening device

there’s a removable cable with two mono 3.5mm jacks that plug into each

earpiece. The 1.8-meter cable terminates in a regular 3.5mm stereo jack,

plus there’s a full-size 6.35mm adaptor included in the zippered hard

storage case. The strange thing about the braided cable is that the left and

right channels aren’t labeled on the plugs, even though the earpieces are

clearly labeled R and L. So, it’s a guessing when it comes to deciding

which jack to put into which earpiece. You’ll just have to experiment and

test the balance using an audio device to find if the cables are the right

way around. A helpful red or green color coding would have been more

helpful.

Despite the lower price, the build quality of the Audeze LCD-1 feel well made and high quality.

AUDEZE
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Having got the headphones set up and ready to go, it was time to plug

them in and give the LCD-1 a good workout. Anyone thinking of plugging

the LCD-1 into a smartphone should think again. Yes, these headphones

will work with a smartphone that has a headphone jack, but the sound is

disappointing. To get the best from the Audeze LCD-1, they need a high-

quality audio feed. They certainly aren’t as easy to drive as a regular pair

of dynamic headphones.

When the LCD-1 are plugged into a really good DAP (digital audio player)

from the likes of Astell&Kern, or a DAC from a brand like Chord, the

listener is well rewarded. The sound produced from a good pair of planar-

magnetic headphones like these is pure and clear with incredible

separation between the frequencies. Bass notes sound vibrant and low,

while kick drums are particularly well reproduced thanks to the rigidity of

the planar membrane that snaps back into place quickly giving a dynamic

and vibrant rendering of rhythm. One thing I did notice about the LCD-1

was a slight trade-off when it came to the width of the soundstage. I didn’t

hear such a wide placement of the instruments in a recording and maybe

this is to do with the amount of frequency separation. 

With 180-degree articulation, the Audeze LCD-1 can fold up into a small space.  AUDEZE

These headphones would be the perfect solution for mixing music as they

don’t color the original recording in any way. If you’re one of those people

who like the bass and treble controls turned up to maximum, then the

Audeze LCD-1 probably won’t be for you. If, on the other hand, you want
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to hear music as close to the original recording as possible, then you will

definitely enjoy these affordable planar magnetic headphones and may

well end up to relistening to your entire music collection, just to discover

all the nuances that the LCD-1 headphones can reveal.

Verdict: If you have your heart set on a pair of planar-magnetic

headphones and really appreciate the clarity and dynamic range that the

technology can produce, then these affordable Audeze LCD-1 headphones

are probably the best on the market for the money. I really enjoyed

listening to them, but I wouldn’t use them with a smartphone. Their

open-backed design means they are only good for listening when alone

and in a quiet place. If that sounds like the sort of headphones you’ve

been looking for, the Audeze LCD-1 are bound to please you immensely

and at this price they are a stealß.

Pricing: £399/ $399 / €399

More info: 

UK: www.hifiheadphones.co.uk or www.richersounds.com

USA: www.audeze.com

Specifications:

● Style: Over-ear, open-circumaural

● Transducer type: Planar Magnetic

● Magnetic structure: Single-sided Fluxor magnet array

● Phase management: Fazor

● Magnet type Neodymium: N50

● Diaphragm type: Ultra-thin Uniforce

● Transducer size: 90 mm

https://www.hifiheadphones.co.uk/products/audeze-lcd-1-foldable-open-back-headphones-with-detachable-cable?_pos=1&_sid=66208e243&_ss=r
https://www.richersounds.com/headphones/audeze-lcd-1-open-back-planar-magnetic-leather-black-cups.html
https://www.audeze.com/products/lcd-1
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● Maximum power handling: 5W RMS

● Maximum SPL: >120dB

● Frequency response: 10Hz - 20KHz

● THD: <0.1% @ 100dB

● Impedance: 13.5 ohms

● Ear Pads and Headband Genuine Lambskin Leather

● Carrying case Nylon Semi hard Case

● Weight: 250g
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Without doubt, the Audeze LCD-1 are a superb pair of planar-magnetic headphones.  AUDEZE
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Follow me on LinkedIn. Check out my website. 

Mark Sparrow

I’ve been a tech journalist for more than 35 years and I've written for both Mac and

PC computing titles as well as spending many years writing about audio, imaging

and… Read More
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